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Not every restaurant is dirty, you can find the places that are clean. In the process, they displaced two
previously dominant groups, the Cham and Khmer. In , the Vietnamese provided a defeated Chinese army
with boats and soldiers to help them return home. Six months later, the year-old had transformed her accent
and won acceptance. The two cities have different cuisines, different dialects, and different styles of doing
business. The general moral message is for children to learn to "respect order" ton ti trat tu , a reference to
knowing their inferior position in society and showing deference to their superiors. These tenets are closely
interrelated. The body is washed and dressed. This respecl is expressed in both attitude and hehavior,
particularly in the use of special terms of address and stylistic devices. Symbols of Social Stratification. This
is considered gross insult by many Vietnamese. Jamieson, Neil L. The difference between the linguistic
behavior of American and Vietnamese people can be seen in the use of personal names. But what I want to
know isâ€¦if WE did that to the Viets constantly, would they be ok with it? Concept of Spirits and
Spirit-Controlled Environment in Vietnam Belief in good and evil spirits, both animate and inanimate, is basic
throughout Vietnam regardless of other religions professed. Dogs and cats are very popular to eat in this
country. The Vietnamese arguable have a very individualistic streak. Religious structures such as Christian
churches, Buddhist temples, and spirit shrines are often crowded to capacity on worship days. The native
village is not only the place where he was born and brought up and where his parents and family live but also
a place where his ancestors are buried. At home, he should show respect to his parents, older siblings, and
older relatives. Vietnam and the Chinese Model,  Vietnamese infants are in constant contact with others. The
government is also concerned about relations with religious groups in the south, particularly Catholics, Cao
Dai, and Hoa Hao, who have demonstrated against the government since the s. Rivalry, Tensions and Distrust
Between Northern and Southern Vietnamese Some people in the north, particularly older people, still regard
people from the south with some suspicion because their leanings in the Vietnam War.


